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Vision and Business 
Quintus Technologies was founded in Sweden in the early 1950´s and has today 230 
employees worldwide. We specialize in the design, manufacturing, installation, and support 
of high pressure systems for sheet metal forming and densification of advanced materials 
and critical industrial components.  Key industries we serve across the globe include 
aerospace, automotive, energy, and medical implants.   
 

Vision: 

“Being the leading solution provider, we will advance high pressure as a 
preferred manufacturing technique”  
 
Quintus Technologies core values was established 2016 and has been summarized in four 
cornerstones i.e. being Professional, Proactive, Committed and Innovative. These core values 
outlines how we, employees of Quintus Technologies, act, behave and want to be perceived. 

Human Rights 

Unions representation within Quintus Technologies works well and is continuously being 
developed further. Quintus is fully compliant to local labour laws and regulations in all 
countries where business is conducted, regardless if working through subsidiaries or 3rd 
party agreements. 

Work place safety is on top of the agenda and we ensure that the employees of Quintus has 
the right training, equipment and work clothes needed. New employees receive thorough 
training and, during 2018 and 2019, we have a special attention to strengthen safety on 
customer site work.  

We have strict anti-corruption rules that is explained in our Code of Conduct. Overall, it 
declares that no director, officer or employee of the Company or any Representative or 
other third party acting on behalf of Quintus Technologies, shall offer, promise, make, or 
authorize, directly, or indirectly through any other person or firm, any payments of any 
monies, or anything of value (in the form of compensation, gift, contribution, or otherwise) 
to any business-related person. Any irregularities can be reported to the compliance 
committee and/or union representatives without risk of penalties or retributions. No such 
reports or inquiries has been made during 2018. Training is being performed for all new 
employees and during 2019 annual e-learning program will be implemented to further 
support roll out and compliance covering the area of Code of conduct, IT security, Quality 
and Workplace Safety. 

We work for an equal work place; an equality perspective should therefore be included in 

the business but also reflected in all types of development work. Equal opportunities and 

rights for skills development should be for all our employees, regardless of group affiliation. 

The overall aim of the gender and equality work at Quintus Technologies is to prevent all 

forms of discrimination, thereby creating a workplace that strive to stimulate and develop 

the company and its individuals. We believe that all types of equality and valuation work 



promotes the company's work environment as well as its profitability. All this is stated in the 

Equality Policy established in the company. 

Out of 230 employees Quintus has 25% women and 75% men. Number of female managers 
is increasing although diversity can be improved further, and activities are ongoing to 
strengthen recruitments of underrepresented groups. Activities to support a more balanced 
workforce, such as engagement in school activities, supporting thesis work, trainee program, 
offer summer jobs etc is well under way.  

Sustainability Policy 
For a sustainable business, we work continuously with improvements in our products as well 
as our production and with our suppliers and customers. Sub-suppliers are monitored 
regularly to ensure compliance. Our services help companies and organizations to minimize 
risks and become more sustainable in their manufacturing processes. We are constantly 
developing our offerings so that Quintus Technologies will be an essential partner for our 
customers and partners around the world. 
 

Sustainable products and its environmental impact 
Hot Isostatic Pressing, HIP, reduces customer scrap, for example in aluminum castings. We 

do this by minimizing material flaws in the material. Less scrap provides energy savings, 

because the same material must not be melted several times. Our HIP enables heat 

treatment to be integrated into the HIP cycle instead of two discrete processes and often on 

two different sites, which, among other things, reduces CO2 emissions. 

Powder metallurgy (additive manufacturing included) produces less scrap than for example 

casting, rolling or forging. "Near-net-shape" (from raw material to finished product) is 30-

90% material loss for casting, rolling or forging while it is 2-5% for powder metallurgy. 

Through our Sheet Metal Forming (SMF) presses, we can support reduction of the number of 

steps in the metal forming process. The reduction of manufacturing operations often results 

in energy saving. 

The lifetime of our products, HIP and SMF press is long. Often up to 40 years. It provides 

resource savings in the form of new components and savings in order to avoid buying new 

products. 

As result of the high quality, it is very little maintenance and few spare parts are needed. 

Our presses have low noise levels, unlike many other similar products, which gives personnel 

who works near the machine a better working environment. 

Quintus Technologies are certified ISO9000, Pressure Equipment Directive (PED in EU) and 

ASME to ensure that we work in a professional and sustainable way with our customers. 

Decision certification of ISO14001 has been taken in implementation plan is under way. 



Sustainable work environment 
Quintus Technologies wants the staff to enjoy, develop and motivate themselves. We 
understand that it is necessary for a sustainable performance culture. Therefore, we are 
working hard to evaluate risks, improve the working environment and work with factors that 
affect performance. Quintus Technologies is dependent on a highly competent, skilled and 
motivated workforce and it is of outmost importance that we can attract competence for 
future development of the business. We annually measure and follow up on conditions for 
performance and well-being where we, through the latest 3 years have been on a high level 
where “conditions for performance has been fulfilled to a high degree” and that “basic 
human needs have been fulfilled to a high degree” (Agerus Worklife).  

We are following a clear structure in performance reviews to ensure a high standard 
throughout the process. We work with continuous competence development and enforce it 
with competence development projects to enhance our core competencies.  

Quintus Technologies had, at the end of December 2018, 225 employees. Quintus regularly 

perform employer surveys where we have had positive development for the last three years. 

Sick leave (total) 2018 was 1,48%. 

Environmental impact 
Quintus Technologies strives to reduce the company's environmental impact, focusing on 
workshop and emissions. An example is implementation of gas recycling for our HIP 
laboratory which also are recommended to our customers. To reduce our environmental 
impact is an important work for us. The efforts are primarily aimed at reducing energy 
consumption in our premises, as well as traveling less and, above all, more efficiently. 
Quintus Technologies does not have any activities that are subject to notification, however 
environmental impact is monitored regularly. 
 

References: 

General Company information: https://quintustechnologies.com/company/ 

Sustainability report: https://quintustechnologies.com/quintus-technologies-sustainability-report/ 

Quintus Technologies whistleblower: Please contact us at whistleblower@quintusteam.com if you want to 

report deviations from Quintus Code of Conduct or laws and regulations. Your identity will be protected. 
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